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The studies of exclusive meson electroproduction off5

protons with the CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab [1–4]6

provided the first and only available worldwide results7

on transition helicity amplitudes from the proton ground8

state to its excited states, or the so-called γvpN∗ elec-9

trocouplings, for many excited nucleon states. γvpN∗
10

electrocouplings were obtained for all well established11

N∗ states in the mass range up to 1.8 GeV and at pho-12

ton virtualities Q2 up to 5.0 GeV2 from a comprehensive13

analysis of JLab-CLAS data on differential cross sections,14

longitudinally polarized beam asymmetries, and longitu-15

dinal target and beam-target asymmetries measured with16

almost complete coverage of the final hadron state phase17

space provided by the CLAS detector. The measured18

observables are stored in the CLAS Physics Data Base19

[5].20

Table I summarizes the results on γvpN∗ electrocou-21

plings as of May 2016. Consistent results on γvpN∗
22

electrocouplings of N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− res-23

onances obtained from independent analyses of two ma-24

jor exclusive meson electroproduction channels Nπ and25

π+π−p with different non-resonant contributions car-26

ried out within the framework of different reaction mod-27

els offer a strong and almost model independent evi-28

dence for reliable extraction of these fundamental quan-29

tities [6]. Reliable extraction of γvpN∗ electrocouplings30

from the CLAS meson electroproduction data is also31

supported by consistent results on electrocouplings of32

∆(1620)1/2−, ∆(1700)3/2−, N(1720)3/2+ resonances33

and N ′(1720)3/2+ candidate state [7] obtained in inde-34

pendent analyses of π+π−p electroproduction off protons35

in different intervals of the invariant masses of the final36

hadron system W [4, 8], as well as by consistent results37

on N(1535)1/2− electrocouplings from independent anal-38

yses of Nπ and ηp exclusive electroproduction channels39

[1].40

The CLAS results on γvpN∗ electrocouplings are41

stored in the web-page [9]. The FORTRAN code was42

developed capable of evaluating γvpN∗ electrocouplings43

of all four-star nucleon resonances in the mass range up44

to 1.8 GeV and Q2 < 5.0 GeV2 by employing polyno-45

mial interpolation/extrapolation of the CLAS results on46

γvpN∗ electrocouplings [9] over Q2. The FORTRAN47

code and the plots which demonstrate the achieved qual-48

ity of γvpN∗ electrocoupling interpolation/extrapolation49

are available in the web-page [10]. In the near term fu-50

ture the information on the γvpN∗ electrocouplings will51

be extended by the new results from the independent52

analyses of Nπ and π+π−p exclusive electroproduction53

off protons, providing the γvpN∗ electrocouplings of most54

excited nucleon states in mass range up to 2.0 GeV and55

at photon virtualities from 0.3 GeV2 to 5.0 GeV2 [12].56

Detailed information on Q2-evolution of γvpN∗ elec-57

trocouplings extracted from the experimental data on ex-58

clusive meson electroproduction off protons is of interest59

for several areas in DIS/SIDIS, as well as for the devel-60

opment of new precision radiative correction methods for61

inclusive, semi-inclusive and exclusive processes.62

The experimental results on γvpN∗ electrocouplings,63

being employed in the AJM approach [11], will allow64

us for the first time to evaluate the inclusive structure65

functions in the resonance region accounting for the con-66

tributions of all relevant excited nucleon states seen in67

the exclusive meson electroproduction data. In general,68

the experimental results on γvpN∗ electrocouplings and,69

eventually, the fit to the data exclusive electroproduc-70

tion amplitudes in the resonance excitation region are71

of particular importance for credible evaluation of the72

hadronic tensors of all relevant meson electroproduction73

channels. Reliable knowledge of the exclusive electropro-74

duction hadronic tensors is needed for the development75

of the next generation precision radiative correction pro-76

cedures for exclusive, semi-inclusive and inclusive elec-77

troproduction processes.78

The unitarized Breit Wigner ansatz developed and suc-79

cessfully employed in extraction of the γvpN∗ electrocou-80

plings from the exclusive meson electroproduction data81

[6] will allow us to evaluate the resonant parts of the am-82

plitudes of all exclusive meson electroproduction chan-83

nels contributing to the inclusive electroproduction off84

protons. The resonant amplitudes obtained in this way85

from exclusive meson electroproduction data are fully86

consistent with the restrictions imposed by a general uni-87

tarity condition. Knowledge of the resonant amplitudes88

makes it possible to evaluate the resonant contributions89

to unpolarized cross sections and polarization asymme-90

tries of all exclusive meson electroproduction channels as91

well as to evaluate the resonant parts of semi-inclusive,92

inclusive unpolarized/polarized structure functions. The93

representative example of the evaluated resonance con-94

tributions to nine one-fold differential π+π−p electropro-95

duction cross sections is shown in Fig 1.96

Reliable evaluation of the N∗ contributions to inclu-97

sive and semi-inclusive structure functions will allow us98

to extend the knowledge on the ground nucleon state99

partonic structure functions towards closer to unity xB100

in the resonance region. Full information on the reso-101

nant contributions to exclusive electroproduction chan-102

nels will further facilitate the studies of Bloom-Gilman103

quark-hadron duality [14] making it possible to replace104

the model expectation on the resonance contributions by105

the experimental results on resonance electroexcitation106
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Exclusive meson Nucleon Q2-ranges for extracted
electroproduction channels resonances γvpN∗ electrocouplings, GeV2

π0p, π+n ∆(1232)3/2+ , 0.16-6.0
N(1440)1/2+ , N(1520)3/2− , N(1535)1/2− 0.30-4.16

π+n N(1675)5/2− , N(1675)5/2− 1.6-4.5
N(1710)1/2+

ηp N(1535)1/2− 0.2-2.9
π+π−p N(1440)1/2+ , N(1520)3/2− 0.25-1.5

∆(1620)1/2−, N(1650)1/2− , N(1680)5/2+ 0.5-1.5
∆(1700)3/2− , N(1720)3/2+ , N ′(1720)3/2+ 0.5-1.5

TABLE I: Summary of the available results on the nucleon resonance electrocouplings from analyses of the CLAS exclusive
meson electroproduction data off protons as of May 2016 [1–4, 6, 8].
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FIG. 1: (Color Online) The resonant contributions (blue solid lines) to the preliminary CLAS data on nine one-fold differential
π+π−p electroproduction cross sections at W=1.71 GeV and Q2=2.1 GeV2 [13] obtained within the framework of unitarized
Breit-Wigner ansatz [6] with resonance electrocouplings and hadronic decay widths determined from the CLAS data.

[1–4] for the first time.107

Therefore, the evaluation of the resonant amplitudes108

from the experimental data on exclusive meson electro-109

production in the resonant region represent the import110

synergistic effort between the DIS/SIDIS and the N∗
111

physics communities.112
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